
16 Days of Activism
Events Programme

Calendar of events
25th November - 10th December 2023
This is a programme of events that Solace is hosting
or involved with around the 16 Days of Activism. 



November

Brady Arts and Community Centre
27/11/2023 | 10am-12pm

The Tower Hamlets SASS team will be doing a talk
with Sisters Circle.

This is a community discussion of VAWG and harmful
practices and discussing access to support. 

Croydon Voluntary Action
27/11/2023, | 6pm-9pm

Croydon Voluntary Action are holding a screening of
‘Surviving’ A cinematic screening of escaping domestic abuse. 

CNWL Domestic Abuse Conference
29/11/2023 | 1pm-2.30pm

The CNWL Sexual Health Services are teaming up with the
Institute for Addressing Strangulation and Solace to present
on the new ‘Non-Fatal Strangulation Pathway Initiative. 

Islington SASS Webinar
28/11/2023 | 11am-12pm

Islington SASS are holding an online event to celebrate
partnerships and unity within the sector and exploring the
work of 4 partner organisations and how we have worked
together to support survivors in Islington

Breaking The Silence: A Discussion on
Ending VAWG, Kings College
24/11/2023

The panel will discuss experiences and strategies into how we
can tackle VAWG.

The Others
24/11/2023 | 7pm-1am

Bandjamm supports Stop VAWG with REACH OUT
Bandjamm highlights the artists who’ve been left behind in
their industry and the wider society.

Forward UK VAWG & Harmful Practices
29/112/2023 | 11am-1pm

WISH (Women Working in Social
Housing) London: 16 Days of Activism
against Gender-Based Violence: What
can we do to support?   
29/12/2023 | 5.30pm-8.30pm

This event is to learn more about initiatives to support
survivors of domestic abuse, including experts and an
opportunity to network with like minded individuals.

Tower Hamlets SASS team will be running a stall to promote
domestic abuse and sexual violence support services

Queen Mary University
30/11/2023 | 10am-12pm

Hate Crimes and Incidents Against
Trans Women 
28/11/2023 | 6pm-8pm

This event is hosted by Voice of Hope. There will be a focus
on education and community-based support in abusive
situations and will consist of a range of speeches from
experts in the field.

VAWG Prevention Workshops:
A Day of Empowering and
Educating 
30/11/2023 | 11am-8pm

This event is hosted by two facilitators with lived experiences
of hate crimes. They are very passionate about the pivotal
work of promoting trans awareness to all people. 

We Are One #Iran Short Film Festival
29/11/2023 | 6pm-8pm

The central theme of this short film is “Woman, Life,
Freedom” as it explores the protests against Iran’s
compulsory hijab laws, and other laws impeding on women’s
freedom and rights. 

Million Women Rise 
25/11/2023



December

During this event, the work carried out to prevent violence
against women and girls. 

Boxercise for 16 Days of Activism
04/12/2023 | 11am-12pm

We will explore the issue of women’s homelessness and its
relationship to the issue of gender-based violence.

SAY Women - Gender-based violence
and homelessness
06/12/2023 | 12pm

Hopscotch Women’s Centre
01/12/2023 | 4pm

Pioneering Prevention through Research
04/12/2023 | 3pm-5pm

Shama Women’s Centre is holding this empowering event to
inspire - you can expect speakers sharing their personal
experiences as leaders, information stands from employers
and interactive sessions. There will also be both volunteer
and paid opportunities at this event.

Making Change Happen: Celebrating 
our work to end VAWG
06/12/2023 | 6pm-8pm

The Vavengers: Wellbeing & Support
Hub for Women and Girls 
10/12/2023 | 1pm-4pm

VAWG experts explore the increasing number of women
feeling violence and how they can be supported.

This session is hosted by Centre for Social Justice Research
and will consist of a roundtable discussion of how we can
prevent domestic abuse through research and practice.

This Boxercise session is held to support the 16 Days of
Activism and hosted by Nour - Domestic Violence. 

The hub provides a space where discussions of health and
wellbeing are safe. The Vavengers have dedicated this space
to bring the community together, a place where issues
facing women and girls can be discussed freely.

Domestic Abuse Event
08/12/2023 | 1.30pm-3.30pm

This is an opportunity to raise awareness of domestic abuse.
During this event there will be speeches and a video that you
can watch to help recognise the signs of abuse. There will be
stands providing further information and advice.

Empowering Women’s Leadership
Event for Women of Colour
07/12/2023 | 10.30am-2.30pm

Survivor to Thriver: 16 Days of
Activism at Solace 
06/12/2023 | 5.30pm-6.30pm

A panel event discussing the key issues facing women and
girls and what is needed to secure safe lives free from
violence.


